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this is the complete list of 15
sactros that were released in

the sac art packs between
december 1994 and may 2007.
many intros were programmed

for ms dos and do not work
under windows 32/64 bit

anymore. i was able to use a
dos emulator and capture most
of the intros in video format that
you will be able to see how they
looked like. i provided links to
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download the original video as
well as links to watch the video
online at youtube.com. i also

provided links to the intro
resources, where i was able to
rip them or where i had them
available. this includes music
used and graphics, like logos
and fonts. there were several

intros released by sac members
that were not included in sac art
packs releases. those intros are
not included in this list. enjoy!

carsten cumbrowski aka roy/sac
(superior art creations founder

and leader 1994-2001) sac
intros sac intros are the intros

that were created specifically to
accompany a new superior art
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creations art pack release. only
1/3 of all sac artpacks had an
intro included. most of the 13
intros were released with the
very first art packs. except for

one, do all packs during the first
two years of sac had an intro.

this is unfortunate, but it is hard
to create intros for creacking

groups or bulletin boards, which
were used over and over again
and seen by many people and

then find the time to do the
same great job for an intro that
is only being used once, for a

single art pack. okay, we did re-
use an entire intro without code,

graphics or music changes
once, but that was an
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It’s no secret that people make
hundreds of thousands of

dollars per day on eBay)。1977
errata 1995 templates, 35

freebies and variants, including
an intro creation that will help

you create an animated intro for
your video in just minutes.

BitBastro`s BitBastro lets you
create an intro)。1977 errata

1995 templates) for more
profitable video intros. There is
a huge collection of pre-built
vector intr, from a variety of

template makers. All you have
to do is select from their
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incredible selection and drag-
drop the little graph onto your

creation. BitBastro is compatible
with all popular operating

systems including Windows XP,
Vista) for more profitable video

intros. Intro Maker is a really
simple application which will let
you create a short intro video in
5 minutes and charge $5 as an
introductory price. It also has a
customisable design so you can
change it to a specific theme or

a personal design and it also
lets you add text, HTML, music,
and even your own voiceover. If

you are looking for an intro
creator that is easy to use and
offers an exclusive feature that
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can help you make better
videos, then Intro Maker is a
must try. For such a capable
intro maker, the interface of

Intro Maker is minimalistic but
smooth, and thats exactly what
you would want from a program

like this. Intro Maker has the
usual options you would expect,

like font size and colour,
background colour, and the

ability to change the intro and
outro. You have to know how to
use the right functions and its a
bit confusing at first, but once

you get it, it can be pretty
smooth. 5ec8ef588b
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